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Project description (Number of characters, including spaces: 2.000 - 3.000): 

Inflammatory processes are triggered to protect the tissue from dangerous insults by producing molecules that can modulate the 

immune response. However, some forms of chronic inflammation can fuel a relentless detrimental process or even provoke toxic 

effects on vulnerable cells. In PD the peculiar weaknesses of DANs toward toxic stimuli make this type of neurons particularly 

susceptible to the highly stressful environment due to inflammation. Thus, we reasoned that the solely activation of the immune cells 

participating in the inflammatory response (microglia and astrocytes) can be potentially sufficient to provoke the loss of DANs by an 

exclusively glial-mediated process. For this reason, we sought to investigate how the activation of glial cells by the accumulation of α-

Syn exclusively in microglia and astrocytes can mediate DAN loss in a non-cell-autonomous manner. These studies are invaluable for 

understanding if and how inflammation can trigger the neurodegeneration in PD and generate new knowledge useful to develop new 

therapeutic strategies focused in blocking or protecting from toxic signals originating from the immune system. In fact, the 

inflammation serves as a mechanism initiating the elimination of noxious agents of damaged tissue, therefore it has a substantial 

beneficial role for the tissue where it takes place.  

This PhD project is aimed to study the molecular basis if the inflammatory process by investigating the molecular signatures of glia 

and immune cells specifically involved in the neurodegenerative process with the end to identify specific mechanisms operating 

during neuroinflammation in PD that can provide the basis to develop new tailored therapeutic interventions in PD. Specifically, this 

project aims to accomplish the following objectives: 

1) To study the molecular signature of the immune and neuronal population in murine models of Parkinson’s disease through
single cell-based and biochemical techniques.

2) The generation of cell-specific and “on demand” gene therapy to limit or delay the neurodegenerative process.

Skills to be acquired by the student: 

The student will manage the morphological, biochemical, and behavioral characterization of the models in order to understand 

whether and at what degree the models recapitulate the pathological phenotypes. Moreover, the student will learn how to design 

disease-modifying approaches by the use of viral vector deliverable gene therapy in order to counteract the disease progression. 
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